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The ceremony in the occupied northern part of the Republic of Cyprus
(RoC) on 17 October 2015, in the presence of Turkish president Recep
Tayyip Erdogan, for the inauguration of the 80 km-long underwater transMediterranean fresh water pipeline1 from the Anatolian coast of Anamur to
the Panagra coast in the self-proclaimed ‘Turkish Republic of Northern
Cyprus’ (‘TRNC’) 2 – beyond its obvious functionality – carries symbolic
insinuations as well as strategic implications. The water scarcity on the
Eastern Mediterranean island, consequent of the continually diminishing
rainfall during the last decades – addressed effectively by the RoC through
the timely construction of an adequate number of reverse osmosis
desalination stations – was not followed in the occupied area of the
Republic. Τhe initial idea for the transfer of Turkish water to the island
that dates back to 1976 was introduced by businessman Uzeyir Garih in
1995.3 But after repeated failed attempts with giant floating balloons in
1997 by a Turkish subsidiary of the Norwegian Nordic Water Supply
company and with high-cost tanker transfers by the Turkish State
Waterworks Authority DSI, 4 attention was eventually focused by AKP’s
Islamist government of Erdogan on an ambitious project with deep
national symbolism.
The technologically high-risk, financially expensive and energy consuming
solution for the underwater 160 cm-diameter Mediterranean pipeline – the
largest in the world, that could carry annually 75 million cubic meters of
water – at a total construction cost of USD 576.3 million, submerged at
250 meters below sea level, was considered by Ankara as preferable to
the lower-risk, effective desalination technology which carried less
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symbolic connotations. The discreet insinuation of the notional connection
– an umbilical cord – between the occupied northern part of the island
under ‘TRNC’ and ‘motherland’ Turkey, was perceived as vitally more
important than the technical challenges – such as the buoyancy forces,
the dynamic sea currents, shipping traffic, and the seven bar operating
pressure5 – of the project which began in 2011.
Apart from being in contraversion of the rules of general international law
owing to the illegality of the breakaway regime in northern Cyprus,6 the
laying of the Turkish underwater pipeline constitutes a direct violation of
Article 8A of Laws 64(I)/2004 and 97(I)/2014 of the Republic of Cyprus
that prohibits the installation and operation of underwater pipelines in the
Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) and/or the continental shelf of the
Republic without the permission of the Cypriot Minister of Communications
and Works.7 Similarly, it violates Article 5(1) of the Underwater Pipeline
Regulations 579/2014, which prohibits the installation and operation of
any underwater pipeline without the permission of the RoC.8 Taking into
consideration that all related laws and regulations of the Republic were
enacted in accordance with the 1982 Montego Bay United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea that was ratified as RoC Law
203/1988, 9 unilateral Turkish interventions are directly violating the
principles of international law.
Practically, the Turkish water is expected to address the drinking and
irrigation needs 10 of the ‘TRNC’ – despite the continually diminishing
number of Turkish-Cypriots who turned into a minority within Turkish
settlers and nationals – for at least the following 30 years. Strategically,
the reported presence of underwater sensors and transmitters for the
timely identification of pipeline faults and damages, 11 may also include
underwater devices and automatically activated sonars that can detect
submarine movements in the sensitive naval passage, between the
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northern coasts of Cyprus and the southern coasts of Anatolia, indirectly
turning it into a semi-enclosed controlled sea.
While the Turkish ‘project of the century’ was celebrated in the occupied
northern part of the island as an impressive achievement – a generous
contribution of the Turkish ‘motherland’ to the local Turkish-Cypriots –
behind it were disguised deeper incentives. Article 2 of the detailed
agreement signed on 19 July 2010 between the Turkish Republic (TR) and
the ‘TRNC’ clarified that all the underwater as well as the land facilities of
the project, including those on the occupied part of the island – that were
constructed by Turkish rather than Turkish-Cypriot companies – would
belong solely to the TR and not the ‘TRNC’.12 Ankara’s real intentions over
the ‘humanitarian’ project emerged four weeks after its festive
inauguration, when a water crisis 13 emerged between the TR and the
‘TRNC’, after the former unexpectedly cut the flow of Turkish water to the
latter as a consequence of a Turkish disagreement over the TurkishCypriot request for the local management of the supplied water. 14
Although the Turkish government attributed the interruption to ‘routine
testing works’,15 it was revealed that Ankara rejected the local proposal
for the management of the water by the Turkish-Cypriot company BESKI
formed by the Turkish-Cypriot municipal authorities for this purpose.16
A well-intentioned observer may arguably ask: If Ankara is effortlessly
using the supply and interruption of Turkish water to the ‘TRNC’ to
regulate Turkish-Cypriot behaviour, how reliable and truthful are
Erdogan’s and Akinci’s17 ‘water for peace’ proposals to share this valuable
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life commodity with the Greek-Cypriots in a prospective agreement for the
solution of the Cyprus Problem?

